


RokBlok - A New Spin, on Vinyl.

Get the SheetRok paper record player plus a random record from our personal collection!

RokBlok is the world’s smallest wireless record player, that plays your favorite records by lightly riding on top 

of them. Rock out to your favorite albums anywhere, using its built in speakers, 

or wirelessly connect your favorite bluetooth speakers or headphones for a bigger sound.

$351,816
pledged of $50,000 goal

3,615
backers

Pledge US$ 15 or more

SheetRok + Random Record

What is it?

To use, simply place RokBlok on top of a record and pull the lever to start playing your tunes. 

Hold your hand above the moving record player to stop. That’s it.

How Does it Work



Archibald - A Bauhaus Designed Automatic Watch by H&Co.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL: 1x Archibald automatic watch in your choice of Silver or Rose Gold.

Archibald is designed to pay homage to the a Bauhasus era. Free of distractions, the focus is on form and simplicity. 

We begin with a thin clean bezel 40mm in diameter free of any adornments to keep the focus on the dial. 

The dial uses smaller fonts along with a sans-serif typeface to help keep the face clean.

Rather than trying to hide the 1cm thickness of the case through tapeing, we embrace the height by designing 

the barrel so that it sits staight up at 90 degrees tp focus on simplicity . 

The height and weight also provides an increased sense a luxury and quality.

TThe attached crown is thinner than most to keep profile minimal whilst balanced by a knurled pattern to improve the grip.

Connecting the straps to the dial, 20mm wired lugs have been used to 

provide a more delicate connections and  prevent distractions from the face.

AU$ 92,280
pledged of AU$ 20,000 goal

210
backers

Pledge AU$ 380 or more

Design & Specifications



NEZUMI® Voiture - A True Classic Racing Chronograph Watch

You will receive 1 NEZUMI® Voiture watch of your choice with 1 black Italian leather strap.

The Case is made of 316L Stainless steel, and measures 40mm wide excluding the crown, 447mm lug tip to lug tip, 

20mm lug width and it's 11,5mm thick inluding the domed sapphire crystal.

The Domed sapphire crystal has anti reflective coating on the inside of the glass

The case features bruhed and polisched surfaces.

The voiture has a modified seiko vk63 mecha-quartz movement which we have removed the date function on. 

This movement gives the pushers a very nice mechanical feel and the orange tachy-hand snaps back to 12 o'clock 

when when rest. The Orange tachy-hand moves at 1/5th of a second giving it a smoother sweep than on a 

regular quarts movement.

SEK 680,470
pledged of SEK 350,000 goal

243
backers

Pledge SEK 2,400 or more

Specifications



Madison & Oak Whisky Tumbler

One Madison & Oak tumbler 40% off full retail price 

A beautiful whisky tumbler with a unique  one-piece oak body and stainless steel top ring for a new, handmade, exquisite 

drinking experience. Madison & Oak is the new masterpiece from Nisnas Industries. It's a whisky tumbler made of one 

piece of American White Oak and capped off with an intricate stainless steel top ring. The ring 

acts to separate the oak body from the tasting experience, making this a unique and truly one of a kind tumbler. 

The shape of the Madison & Oak is taken from the original glass Madison whisky tumbler but made quite a bit smaller and 

we adjusted the lip to tighten up quite a bit more in order to concentrate the aroma. Combined with the honey wax that 

we carried over from the Honey Oak tumbler, this make the shape stand out and focus the drinking experience and 

make it a unique one. Check out the review that Shota gave the tumbler in the our live session and the link further down.

57.461 $
finanziert von 12.000 $ Zielbetrag

489
Unterstützer

Mindestbeitrag: 55 US$

About Madison & Oak

The perfect shape and the Nisnas Difference



ALCOVE: The World’s First Mobile Workstation

Pledge any amount to support Alcove Group. Receive a BIG thank you from us and we will also keep you updated 

The traditional office as we know it today is disappearing. The desk is no longer where the majority of work is happening.

Our smart devices, productivity apps, and cloud networks enable us to share content at any given moment. 

Wherever you work, you need to focus. Alcove is redefining the way you find that focus, so you can be 

more productive when inspiration strikes.

Alcove transforms your personal space into a private workstation, instantly. 

Our goal is to help people create their best work wherever life takes them.

AlcAlcove is the first product of its kind, offering you privacy that’s truly portable. 

Talent on the go need tools they can carry with them, so we’ve created a mobile workspace that also 

functions as a stylish and professional laptop case.

25.823 $
finanziert von 20.000 $ Zielbetrag

166
Unterstützer

Mindestbeitrag: 10 US$

Why Alcove?


